
TO INSTALL A STEERING SERVO 

1. Remove old servo 

2. Physically install new servo DO NOT MOUNT THE SERVO HORN 

3. Plug servo lead into channel 1 (steer) port on receiver, black wire to closest edge 

4. Turn on radio, plug in battery, turn on car. 

5. Servo will make noise, turn wheel on radio (transmitter) to check servo is working 

6. Turn STEERING TRIM on radio to center (middle point on trim to provide equal throw 

both left and right) 

7. Unplug battery, turn off radio. 

8. Make front wheels straight and INSTALL SERVO HORN LAST. 

9. Turn everything on and check it’s all working ok. Fine adjust steer trim. 
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HOW-TO INSTALL A STEERING SERVO 

1. Before you remove your old servo, NOTICE if the servo spline (or the horn) is on the 

right or left side. 

2. Remove the old servo and keep any mounting hardware. 

3. Physically install new servo in your car, with the servo spline in the correct position, 

DO NOT MOUNT THE SERVO HORN- that goes on last. 

4. Plug servo lead (wire) into channel 1 (steering) port on the receiver, black wire to 

closest edge. 

5. Turn on the radio, plug in the battery, turn your car on. 

6. The servo will make a buzzy noise, turn the wheel on radio (transmitter) to check that 

the servo is working. 

7. Turn the STEERING TRIM on radio to the center (middle point on trim to provide 

equal throw both left and right). 

8. Unplug the battery, turn off the radio. 

9. Straighten up the front wheels and, now, INSTALL SERVO HORN. 

10. Turn on the radio, then turn on the car and make sure everything is working ok. Fine 

tune and adjust the steering trim. 

 

 

 


